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Overview
Clients today want more for less, and the
IBM test mantra of “Test Less, Test Right”
helps address this by placing IBM IGNITE
Quality and Test: Industry Test Optimization
Assets at the heart of the solution. This
document outlines the current banking
industry scenarios using the Test
Optimization assets.
Typical banking challenges resolved by IBM
IGNITE Quality and Test: Industry Test
Optimization Assets revolve around the
uncertainty of test coverage and the
likelihood of increased production defect
escapes. This can lead to poor customer
and user experiences that can ultimately
impact the brand. By reducing the size of
test execution libraries, the assets also help
decrease cycle time.
This document presents instances of
Industry Test Optimization Assets in client
engagements and focuses on the value,
process and challenges addressed to
quickly scale up the implementation and
make Industry Test Optimization Assets a
mainstream activity. The IBM Focus tool
was used in all instances to implement
Combinatorial Test Design for optimization
of tests and for reducing test effort while
increasing test coverage.

Introduction

“Test Less, Test Right” has been a mantra within the IBM test
practice for a few years now. The heart of this formula has been the
implementation of techniques and practices that help optimize test
efforts. We have been propagating test design optimization as a
core transformation lever for our clients.

What are IBM IGNITE Quality and Test: Industry
Test Optimization Assets?

IBM Test Optimization Assets are a family of capabilities launched
by the new IGNITE Quality Platform that provides an optimized,
scriptless, web-based test automation solution, which achieves test
minimization via a commoditized test automation platform. Test
Optimization is unique in the marketplace and a differentiated
technology that interlocks IBM’s Combinatorial Test Design (CTD)
and Optimized Test Flow Automation (OTFA) into a single platform.
This combines the power of an open source test framework that
leverages Cucumber and Selenium, and traverses the boundaries
between test design and an automation framework. Cucumber is a
software tool using a language parser called Gherkin which allows
expected software behaviors to be specified in a logical language
that customers can understand. Selenium is a portable softwaretesting framework for web applications. Both core elements of CTD
and OTFA have been significantly redesigned to be deployed on the
newly developed IGNITE Quality Platform. Typical test scope
reductions range from 40 percent up to 95 percent, with increased
coverage to 100 percent and full automation outcomes for most
applied test scenarios.

Test Optimization Assets for banking provide readyto-use models
After the Test Optimization framework has been deployed, an
enterprise can install relevant Industry Test Optimization Assets
that include related models and test scenarios. Industry Test
Optimization Assets provide a set of ready-to-use models with
built-in test cases for banking business scenarios. Once deployed,
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an enterprise can realize further setup and design savings
for test cases and automation activities.

TEST OPTIMIZATION ASSETS ALIGN
TO CRITICAL BANKING PROCESSES

Industry Test Optimization Assets include the following:
• Business process flows
• Test scenarios
• Test cases
• Test model
• High-level business requirements

Financial institutions can release qualitydriven experiences, faster

The Test Optimization capability was developed to address
the following:
• Too many test cases being executed and rising costs
of testing
• Bottlenecks in testing and test cycles that increase
development and deployment time
• Wasteful manual gaps and low engagement
of automation
• Deployment of low-quality software with many and/or
late discovery of defects

Domain

Banking

Asset type

Common
Reporting
Standard (CRS)

Anti-Money
Laundering
(AML)

Payment
Gateway

Components
and/or
scenarios
covered

Account Review
Reports
Operational override
Front Office

Watchlist
Typology
Reporting
Risk Management
Transaction
Monitoring

Functional - B2C, C2C, B2B
Common Functionality
of Performance, Security,
Database,
Integration

% reduction
of test creation
effort**

50%

40%

60%

Other benefits**

60% to 70% reduction of test execution effort (related to Test Optimization)

Figure 1: ** Any benefits provided are indicative of existing outcomes, but these will vary on enterprise specifics.

Numerous components are available across asset areas:

The Industry Test Optimization Assets provide support to
project leads looking to leverage existing test optimization
learnings or test models created in prior engagements.
These assets eliminate the additional time needed to
analyze the ramp-up of test design, helping teams to
achieve key milestones.

Included
components

Common Reporting
Standard (CRS)

Anti-Money
Laundering (AML)

Payment
Gateway

CTD model

24

16

4

Test scenarios

321

317

145

Business
requirements

34

23

46

Less effort means more team productivity

Test Optimization creates test models that are entry points
to a scriptless test automation outcome. Industry Test
Optimization assets provide banking test models that only
need to be installed and customized.

Stakeholders, customers and employees all
benefit from IBM Industry Test Optimization
Assets for banking

The Industry Test Optimization Assets are a set of generic
test cases built as CTD models covering both positive and
negative business scenarios. These assets interlock with
Test Optimization from the IGNITE Quality platform to
support end-to-end automation. Most importantly, they
reduce test case design effort.

Benefits include:
• Speed to quality and deployment with access to existing
test assets that connect with models and align to
requirements
• Reduction in test case creation effort from 60 to
80 percent
• Cost and schedule savings associated with test design
• Improved compliance with regulators
• Better customer and user experience for enterprise,
custom and mobile applications
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Conclusion

Implementing Industry Test Optimization assets enables a
quick start to Test Optimization and answers the following
questions:
• Do I have sufficient coverage over industry-aligned
test scenarios?
• Do I have insight into the business requirements for this
type of application?
• Are there any ready-made test cases for my
current assets?
They help quality and test leaders to:
• Accelerate test optimization and scriptless
test automation
• Avoid schedule delay
• Deliver better customer and user experiences with
less effort
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